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**Benefits for Authors**

As an author, there are many benefits when you publish in *The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease*.

**Global Readership**
When you publish your research in *The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease*, you’ll be reaching the research community around the world. *The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease* has readership in more than 185 countries.

**International Editorial Team**
The Editors and Editorial Board are an international group of top research and clinical leaders that includes many pioneers of the field, representing many areas of expertise.

**Established Journal Ethics**
*The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease* has clear peer-review guidelines. Visit jnmd.editorialmanager.com for author instructions and guidelines.

**Open Access Capabilities**
*The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease* offers authors the capability to open their work to the world using an open access license. *The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease* is compliant with all major funder mandated open access policies.
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